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in the drop-gas relative velocity. This, in turn, causes changes in the spray
drop size through the drop breakup and coalescence processes. The changes occur
in such a way that the net effect on the spray penetration is small over the
tested ranges of conditions. These results emphasize that measurements of spray
penetration are not sufficient to test and produce improved spray models. Instead,
local measurements of drop size and velocity are needed to develop accurate spray
models.
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Modeling the Effects of Drop Drag
and Breakup on Fuel Sprays

Alex B. Liu, Daniel Mather, and Rolf D. RAitz
University of Wisconsin-Madison

ABSTRACT SPRAYS ARE INVOLVED IN many practical
applications, including spray combustion in diesel

Spray models have been evalu3ted using engines and port fuel injection in spark-ignited
experimentally measured trajectories and drop engines. In diesel engines the combustion rate is
sizes of single drops injectea into a high relative controlled by the vaporization of the drops. In
velocity gas flow. The computations were made spark-ignited engines, atomization quality
using a modified version of the KIVA-2 code. It was influences the mixture preparation. In these
found that the drop drag coefficient and the drop applications the atomization process has a strong
breakup time model constant had to be adjusted in influence on fuel vaporization rates because it
order to match the measurements. Based on these increases the total surface area of liquid fuel
findings, a new drop drag submodel is proposed in greatly.
which the drop drag coefficient changes dynamically The fundamental mechanisms of atomization
with the flow conditions. The model accounts for have been under extensive experimental and
the effects of drop distortion and oscilla~ion due to theoretical study for many years [11*.
the relative motion between the drop and the gas. Information about the mechanisms of atomization is
The value of the drag coefficient varies between the important because it is needed to optimize the
two limits of that of a rigid sphere (no distortion) performance of injection systems. Precise
and that of a disk (maximum distortion). The formulation of the drop drag and breakup processes
Tnodified model was also applied to diesel sprays. is also essential for accurate computer modeling of

The results show that the spray tip penetration is sprays.
relatively insensitive to the value used for the drop Computer models such as the time-dependent,
drag coefficient. However, the distribution of drop three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics
sizes within sprays is influenced by drop drag. computer code, KIVA, are available to study engine
This is due to the fact that changes in drop drag sprays and combustion [2]. In some modeling
produce changes in the drop-gas relative velocity, studies the liquid fuel is injected as discrete
This, in turn, causes changes in the spray drop size parcels of drops or "blobs", whcze characteristic
through the drop breakup and coalescence size is equal to the orifice hole size of the injector
processes. The changes occur in such a way that the and the injection velocity is determined from the
net effect on the spray penetration is small over the injection rate [3,41. The injected liquid is then
tested ranges of conditions., These results broken up into atomized droplets which exchange
emphasize that measurements of spray penetration mass, momentum and energy with the chamber gas.
are not sufficient to test and produce improved Two atomization models are currently available
spray models. Instead, local measurements of drop for the breakup computations:, the Taylor Analogy
size and velocity are needed to develop accurate Breakup (TAB) model [5, 6], and the surface wave
spray models. instability (wave) model [7]. The theoretical

development of these models is based on linear
SNumbers in brackets designate References at the theories, and the models contain adjustable
end of the paper. constants that need to be determined from

+A.B. Liu is now with the Ford Motor Company. experimental data. The accuracy of these models is
assessed by comparison with well characterized
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experimental data in the present study, and the physical location as a function of time, In most
comparisons also provide information about the spray modeling studies, the drop drag coefficient is
model constants, specified as a function of the drop Reynolds number

The TAB model is based on Taylor's analogy [6] (based on the drop-gas relative velocity) using
between an oscillating and distorting drop and a solid-sphere correlations [2]. Some studies have
spring-mass system. The external force acting on included the effect of vaporization (blowing) on the
the mass, the restoring force of the spring, and the drag coefficient [8]. However, the effects o! drop
damping force are analogous to the gas aerodynamic oscillation and distortion have not been considered
force, the liquid surface tension force, and the previously.
liquid viscosity force, respectively. The In this paper, a new submodel is poposed to
parameters and constants in TAB model equations account for the effects uf drop oscillation and
have been determined from theoretical and distortion on the drop drag coefficient. The model
experimental results, and the model has been uses the approach of the TAB model to estimate the
applied successfully to sprays by O'Rourke and distortion of drops in a high relative velocity flow.
Amsden [5]. Recent experimental results of Liu and Reitz [10]

The wave breakup model considers the unstable are used to evaluate the drop drag model for drops
growth of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves on a liquid undergoing breakup using both the TAB and wave
surface. Reitz [71 used results from a linear breakup models. The drop breakup experiments
stability analysis of liquid jets to describe the are described first, along with other spray
breakup details of the injected liquid "blobs". This experiments used in the comparisons. Next, a brief
stability analysis leads to a dispersion equation review of the theories of the wave and TAB models
which relates the growth of an initial perturbation is given., The measured drop trajectories are
on a liquid surface of infinitesimal amplitude to its compared with those from the models using various
wavelength and to other physical and dynamical model parameters. Finally, the effects of drop
parameters of both the injected liquid and the breakup and drop drag models on diesel spray
ambient gas. The physical parameters in wave predictions is discussed.
model are similar to those in the TAB model. This
model has also been used succes-iully in engine EXPERIMENTS FOR COM.'ARISON
spray computations [8].

In addition to the final size of atomized drops, Drop Breakup Experiments - Experiments of liquid
the drop breakup time is an important parameter drop breakup were carried out in an appara;tus that
that must be specified by drop breakup models. In consisted of a drop generator and an air nozzle with
particular, the breakup time constant determines a converging exit, arranged in a cross flow pattern,
the mass change rate of a atomizing liquid drop as shown in Fig., 1 [10]. The monodisperse stream
undergoing stripping breakup. An initial of liquid drops was generated by a Berglund-Liu
perturbation level is also specified in the breakup drop generator [11]. The drops had an injected
models. This model constant has been used to diameter of 170 gim and a (horizontal) velocity of
account for differences between sprays from 16 m/s. The liquid used was Benz UCF-I test fuel
different injector geometries. For, example, a (SAE J967d specifications - density 824 kg/m 3 ,
parameter called Amp0 is introduced in TAB model dynamic viscosity 2.17*10-3 Pa.s, and surface
to account the initial oscillation amplitude of the
liquid drops. An initial disturbance level also
appears in the wave model as an initial wave
amplitude.

In recent work by Diwakar et al. [9], measured Air
liquid/vapor fuel distributions from an air- jet

assisted injector were compared with Liquid
computational results obtained using the TAB drops Parent
breakup model. Significant differences were *J ', drop
observed between measured and calculated spatial trajectory

structures within the sprays when the breakup 1 Drop size
model constants were varied. However, the e measurement
selection of the model parameters such as breakup
drop sizes, time constants and initial disturbance Figure 1 Schematic diagram of experiment
levels is difficult due to a lack of relevant showing coordinate system, and trajectory and drop
evperimental dzta. size measurements. 170 gm diameter monodisperse

In addition to the physics of the breakup model, liquid drop stream enters transverse air jet and
another important part of spray models is the breaks up. Square shows region photographed in
!iquid drop drag coefficient. The drag effects the the high magnification picture of Fig. 2.
drop's acceleration and hence its velocity and
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axial and radial directions on the photographs., The

Table 1 Experimental conditions and results value found by Liu [12] for the drag coefficient at
Case Air We Re Breakup high relative velocities was CD=1.52, which is

velocity regime close to that of a disk at high Reynolds numbers, and
m/s is also consistent with results obtained by

1 0 0 0 Simpkins and Bales for drops in an incompressible
S52 . .... 36 3§ _ Q 9 .... W . flow field [13].

7 ... .53 816 As seen in Fig. 2, the parent drop undergoes
continuous breakup during its interaction with the

4 100 102 1133 baq , air jet., The parent drop is defined as that
5 136 189 1541 st..r.inp... .. .n..L . contiguous portion of liquid with the largest mass
6 1 52 236 1 723 stripping which penetrates the furthest into the air jet (see
7 1 .88 361 . 213.1. surface wave Fig.. 1). Measurements of its trajectory from the
8 21 4 467 22425 surface wave photographs provide an opportunity to check drop
9 250 638 2833 surface wave trajectory and breakup computations.. The accuracy

of the trajectory measurements relies on knowledge
tension coefficient 0.02 kgis 2 )., The air jet of the location of the edge of the air jet for a
(vertically downward) velocity was varied between reference location. It is estimated that this was
0 and 250 m/s, and the 9 cases considered in the known to within 0.25 mm.
experiments are summarized in Table 1.. The In experiments at low gas jet velociies, the
experiments were performed in atmospheric air at parent liquid also emerged from the opposite side of
room temperature to avoid vaporization effects. the air jet, as depicted in Fig. 1. In these cases

The contoured entrance of the air jet nozzle (Cases 1,2 and 3, Table 1) it was alsc possible to
(R/D=0.5, D=9.525 mm) ensured that the axial measure the parent drop's diameter using an
velocity profile ii the jet at the point where the Aerometrics phase/Doppler particle analyzer
drops entered the jet (2 mm downstream o, the air (PDPA). This data provides useful information
nozzle exit plane) was flat. This was confirmed by about the outcome of the breakup process (see Fig.
LDV velocity measurements made near the nozzle 1). However, at high air jet velocities the air jet
exit [12]. This ensured that mixing and shear momentum was such that all of the injected liquid
layer effects were negligible, since the drops remained within the air jet and the breakup drop
entering the air jet were suddenly exposed to the sizes were too small, and their velocities were too
jet velocity in a distance of the order of the drop high, to al!ow accurate PDPA drop size
diameter., High magnification (x56), high speed measurements for drops within the air jet.
photographs (e.g., Fig. 2) as well as conventional Further details of the drop breakup experiments
spray field photographs were taken of the breakup are described in Liu and Reitz [10].
and trajectory of the drops as they entered and
interacted with the transverse air jet. The breakup Air ,ozdw edre

was recorded on 35 mm film and the drops were
illuminated with a Cu vapor laser with a 1Ons
pulse time, adequate to freeze the breakup details.

The microscopic photographs revealed that the
unstable growth of surtace waves is involved in the I
breakup process at high relative velocities, asindicated by the arrow in Fig. 2 which shows r"

breakup for Case 9 (air jet velocity 250 m/s).
This mechanism is consistent with the mechanism
of the wave breakup model [7]. Attempts have been
made to compare measured wavelengths from the
photographs with the wave model predictions [10], • >
but the rapid acceleration of the drop makes the %
comparison difficult since the drop-gas relative
velocity at the liquid surface varies with time (and
space) during the breakup process. Moreover, the
details of the velocity distribution within the Figure 2 Photograph showing drop breakup
unsteady liquid and gas boundary layers in the details for Case 9, Table 1., 170 gim diameter
vicinity of the interface are not known. injected drops are deflected and broken up by the

However, the liquid drag coefficient can be 250 m/s air jet. In this photograph the drop
estimated by measuring the aisplacemen. of the stream moves from right to left.
center of mass of the (parent) liquid drop in both
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Spray Experiments. - Spray penetration was generated and the normal velocity component
measurements of Hiroyasu and Kadota [14] were was specified at the air in-flow boundary. The
used for the spray comparisons, In these velocity profile at the nozzle exit was found to be
experiments diesel fuel was injected in nitrogen gas flat, as in the corresponding experiments. The
at 300 K (i.e., a non-vaporizing spray) and the computations were made on a three-dimensional
penetratior of the spray tip was measured as a mesh of 32x16x84 cells in the radial, azimuthal
function of time. The ambient gas pressure was and axial directions, respectively. Tht- cylindrical
1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 MPa for the three cases considered domain had a diameter of 52 mm and its length was
in the present study, Cases A, B and C, respectively. 57 mm.
In the computations diesel fuel was simulated using The spray computations used a two-
tetradecane and the environment gas was initially dimens;ona' (axisymmetric) cylindrical domain,
quiescent. The initial injected drop radius was 150 40 mm in diameter and 120 mm in length which
gIm (equal to nozzle hole radius) and the injectuon was discretized using a mesh of 20x1x60 cells in
velocity was held constant at 102, 90.3 and 86.4 the radial, azimuthal and ax ial directions,
m/s for Cases A, B and C, respectively [141. respectively, This mesh resolution was found to be

sufficient to give adequately grid-independent
MODEL DETAILS results.

The spray computations were made by injecting
The computations were performed using a modified drop parcels containing drops with sizes equal to
version of the KIVA-2 code, which solves the the injected drop size (in the drop breakup study),
three-dimensional equations of transient or equal to the nozzle exit diameter (in the spray
chemically reactive fluid dynamics. The governing study). The breakup of the injeGted liquid was
equations and the numerical solution method are accounted for using the surface wave breakup and
discussed in detail by Amsden et al. [2]. TAB models, as described below. The modifications

The cylindrical computational domain for the to the liquid drop drag model necessary to account
drop breakup study is shown in Fig. 3. Drops were for drop distortion and oscillation are also
injected at the edge of the air jet as shown, and described in this section.
appropriate in-flow and out-flow boundary
conditions were specified on the side, top and Wave Breakup Model - In the wave breakup model
bottom walls. The contoured nozzle exit geometry the breakup of the parcels and the resulting drops

is considered using results from a stability
I ', analysis for liquid jets, The theory considers the

"stability of a column of liquid issuing from a
- 't• circular orifice into a stationary incompressible

i~t gas, An infinitesimal axisymmetric surface
displacement is imposed on the initially steady
motion, and causes small axisymmetric fluctuating
pressures, and axial and radial velocity components

,•.in both the liquid and gas phases. These fluctuations
are described by the continuity equation and the
equation of motion, which are solved to give a
dispersion equation for the wave growth rates and
wavelengths [1].

The maximum growth rate, Q, and its
corresponding wavelength, A, are related to

: :.. pertinent properties of liquid and gas [7] as

.. :.A 9  (1 + 0.45 Z-5)(1+ 0.4 T0 7 )... ::,,,,~ ~~ = ,!:! 9.02
(I 1+ 0.87 W1 67P 6  (1a)

[pla3 - 0.34 + 0.38 W(a)

Figure 3 Computed drop locations and gas velocity G (1 + Z)(1 + 1.4 T0 6) (1b)
vectors in the plane of the nozzle, 4 ms after the
start of injection for Case 4 (air jet velocity 100
m/s). Stream of 170 jim diameter drops enters air
jet from the left at 16 m/s.
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where Z=W0;/R&,; T=ZWA.; We, p1U 2a/,; acceleration reduces the instantaneous relativevelocity between the drop and the gas, leading
We2 = p2UZa/c and R, = Ua/vi, longer wavelengths and long ar breakup times. This

phenomenon is considered in the present study
Liquid breakup is modeled by postulating that new since the acceleration of the drops is computed in
drops of radius, r, are formed from bulk liquid or the model.
"blobs% with characteristic radius a, with

r = BOA (BoA _5 a) (2a) TAB E.reakup Model - The TAB breakup model
considers a liquid drop to be analogous to a spring-

or r = mil ba2U/20")°'331 mass system (Taylor's analogy), and the drop
(3a2A/4)0.33 I breakup is due to an increase in the amplitude of

the drop oscillation. The oscillation of the drop
>a, one time only) (2b) surface is described by a second order ordinary

for (BoA >differential equation
CPW2  Ckor Cdli.

In Eq. (2a), it is assumed that (small) drops are -CFP 2 W2 -ky -A
formed with a drop size proportional to the CbPl a2 p l a3 pa (7)
wavelength of the fastest growing or most probable which is similar to that of a damped, forced
unstable surface wave. The value of the constant harmonic oscillator. In Eq. (7), y = x/Cba,
B0=0.6 is chosen to give agreement with data on where x is the displacement of the equator of the
stable drop sizes in sprays [7]. Equation (2b) drop from its equilibrium position. In the
applies only to low velocity liquid undergoing implementation of O'Rourke and Amsden [5],
Rayleigh-type breakup. It assumes that the jet breakup occurs if and only if y > 1. As can be seen
disturbance has frequency Q/2n (a drop is formed from Eq. (7), y is a function of the flow conditions
each period) o, that drop size is determined from and both the liquid and gas properties.
the volume of liqJid contained under one surface Equation (7) can be solved analytically for
wave. constant relative velocity, W, between the drop and

The characteristic size of the unstable parent the gas,. The constants, CF, Ck, Cd, and Cb, were
bulk liquid changes continuously with time obtained by O'Rourke and Amsden [5] by comparing
following the rate equation experimental and theoretical results, and their

"= - (a r)/t values are- Ck=8, CF=1/ 3 , Cd=5, and Cb=1/ 2 .
dt (r < a) (3) More details are given in O'Rourke and Amsden [5].

where The above values of the constants imply that the
3.726 B1 a breakup time proportionality constant, B1, is equal

A(4) to -5 =1.73 for high Weber numbers and inviscid
and B1 is the breakup time constant [7]. liquids, which is significantly different from the
Substituting Eqs, (la) and (1b) into Eq.(4), and value previously used in the wave model [7].
considering an inviscid liquid in the low Weber Although the computational results are sensitive to
number limit gives the value of the breakup time proportionality

; aconstant in both wave and TAB models, it should be
S= 0.(5) noted that the actual breakup rate may be different

with the same breakup time constant value becausewhich is the same result as derived in the TAB the physics and implementation details of the two
method for an inviscid liquid [5]. O'Rourke and models are different.. Further comparisons with
Amsden [5] suggested a value of B1 V-3. experiments are needed to determined the model

Reitz [7] also applied the theory to the high constants more precisely. This is considered in the
speed drop breakup limit. In this case, for inviscid present study.
liquids at large Weber numbers, Eq. (4) becomes
[7] Drop DragaModel - The equation of motion of a

,r = (Bla/U),Vp7/p2 (6) spherical drop moving at relative velocity W in the
gas is

The data of Ranger and Nicholls [15] for high speed d 2R W2

drop breakup suggest that B1=8. Peitz [7, 8] used P d - r P2 W2 / 2 (8)
the value of B13=10 in engine spray modeling where X, V and Af are the drop's vector position,
studies. Thus there is uncertainty about the value volume and frontal areas, respectively. The drop
of this constant. Part of the reason for the drag coefficient is usually given by that of a rigid
discrepancy could be that previous analyses did not dr e ivg
account for the acceleration of the drops after they sphere [2]
enter the high relative velocity gas flow. This
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24(1+!e6 Re:<1 1000 Cd = Cd.,ph=r•(l + 2.632y) (10)

Cd 0{ (9) where y is the drop distortion computed from the
0.424 Re>1000 TAB model, Eq. (7). In the limits of no distortion

(y=0) and maximum distortion (y=l), the rigid
However, when a liquid drop enters a gas stream sphere and disk drag coefficients are recovered,
with a sufficiently large Weber number, it deforms respectively.
and is no long spherical as it interacts with the gas, In contrast to the method of the TAB breakup
(see, for example, Fig. 2). This has also been model, the drop was not (instantaneously) broken
observed experimentally by many researchers, up once the maximum distortion limit (y=l) was
e.g., [101, [15] and [16]. Taylor [61 predicted the reached. Instead, breakup was considered
shape of a deformed liquid drop. He proposed that throughout the drop lifetime using the wave model,
the liquid drop distorts into a piano-convex i.e., the surface wave breakup model was always
lenticular body of the same volume as that of the applied, regardless of the magnitude of the drop
original spherical drop due to the acceleration of distortion. The solution of Eq. (7) was also
the gas stream. The diameter of the flattened drop obtained throughout the drop lifetime in order to
is about 3.76 times that of the original sphere. The monitor when the distortion parameter dropped
shortcoming of this simple approach is that other below y=1. This made it possible to account for the
important parameters, such as the liquid surface tendency of a fully deformed drop to revert back to
tension, viscosity, and the flow conditions, are not its undeformed spherical state as it accelerates up
included, and the deformed drop has a constant to the gas velocity and the relative velocity between
shape even though the flow conditions may be the drop and the gas decreases.
changing. The linear variation of the drag coefficient with

At high relative velocities, the liquid drop drop deformation specified in Eq. (10) is an
deforms as it breaks up, and its drag coefficient uncertainty in the present model which needs to be
should be a function of its Reynolds number and its verified experimentally. However, the fact that the
oscillation amplitude. Based on these observations, drop breaks up continuously while it deforms would
the Taylor analogy model equation was used in the make these experiments difficult. There have been
present study to predict the amplitude of the studies of drop deformation in the absence of
surface deformation as the drop interacts with the breakup. Ruman [17] predicted the distortion and
gas, as depicted in Fig. 4. The liquid drop drag drag coefficient of liquid drops as a function of the
coefficient was then related empirically to the flow conditions. In their approach, the shape of the
magnitude of the drop deformation. This approach liquid drop was determined iteratively from
was considered to be adequate in order to assess the computed surface pressure distributions using
influence of a dynamically varying drag coefficient curve fits of measured pressure distributions
on spray behavio around bodies of various shapes. However, several

In the computations the amplitude of the drop's considerations limit the application of their model
surface oscillation was calculated using Eq. (7). to the present study. First, their calculations
Since the drag coefficient of a distorting drop should assume freely falling drops at their terminal
lie between the lower limit of a rigid sphere, Eq. velocity (i.e., gravitational acceleration only),
(9), and the upper limit of a disk, 1.52, a simple while drop acceleration is an important factor in
expression was adopted for the drag coefficient: sprays., Second, the range of Weber numbers

considered by Ruman et al. was too small for spray
computations (We<20). Also, the approach is
computationally very intensive since the pressure
distribution around each drop in the spray must beS~resolved.

Y

Fig. 4 The dynamic drag model accounts for the
distortion of drops due to the flow by using Taylor's
analogy between a drop and a spring-mass system.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Details of the deformation of a drop as a
A comparison of the experimental and computed function of the horizontal distance, X, that it
parent drop trajectories was made using both the penetrates into the air jet are given in Fig. 5. The
TAB and wave atomization models, together with the liquid drop Reynolds number and the distortion
standard and the dynamically varying drop drag parameter, y, are shown in Fig. 5a. The drop size
models. In addition, the models were applied to and the instantaneous drag coefficient are plotted in
computations of diesel sprays. These results are Fig. 5b. These results apply to an individual drop
discussed next. interacting with the flow.

The (parent) drop diameter is seen in Fig. 5b
o to decrease continuously as the drop penetrates into

the air jet due to (stripping) breakup of the liquid,
Figure 3 shows computed drop locations and gas and breakup ceases beyond about X=2 mm, The
velocity vectors in the plane of the nozzle, 4 ms Reynolds number increases rapidly to a peak value
after the start of injection for Case 4 which has a due to the increase in the relative velocity between
gas velocity of 100 m/s at the air nozzle exit. The the drop and the gas as the drop enters the air jet.
170 gm diameter drop stream enters the air jet at The Reynolds number then decreases, following the
16 m/s from the left, 2 mm below the air nozzle trend of the drop size variation, with fluctuations
exit face. The drops soon begin to breakup and are due to the gas turbulence.
deflected by the air flow. For the computations of The drop distortion parameter soon increases
Fig. 3 drop breakup was modeled using the wave to the fully deformed drop maximum value of y=1,
breakup model, and the dynamically varyino drop and remains at this value until the drop size is
drag coefficient model was employed, reduced sufficiently by the breakup process, and
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pFigure 5a Drop Reynolds number and distortion function of horizontal penetration distance, X, into
parameter as a function of horizontal penetration the air jet. Case 4, dynamic drag and wave breakup

distance, X, into the air jet. Case .. , dynamic drag model with Bi =1 .73.

and wave breakup model with B1--1.73.
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(or) the drop-gas relative velocity is reduced by AmpO=0 is the best selection. As AmPO is
the acceleration of the drop. The distortion increased beyond AmpO=2, the computed drop
parameter then decreases. The decrease is trajectory deviates significantly from the measured
accompanied by large fluctuations indicating that data.
the final parent drop is only marginally stable, case 2

Even after drop breakup ceases, oscillations are 0
still visible in the drop drag coefficient due to the
drop surface oscillations. These fluctuations are 2

caused by the interaction of the liquid drops with 4
the turbulent eddies of the air jet.

The trajectory measurements of the E 6
experiments, Cases 2, 4, and 9, which cover the E

various breakup regimes observed in the >8 " measured 0
experiments as indicated in Table 1 [101, were
chosen for comparison with the computations. As 10 AmpO=0

mentioned earlier, drop size measurements were 12 I I

only possible at low air velocities when the liquid 0 2 4 6 8 10• 1 2
drops were able to penetrate out ,nf the opposite side
of the air jet (see Fig. 1). In these cases (Cases 2 x (mm)
and 3) the measured drop size of those drops with
the longest penetration (the parent drops) were Figure 6a Comparison of TAB model and measured
also compared with the computations. drop trajectory for Case 2. Initial oscillation

The trajectory of a single atomizing liquid drop amplitude AmpO=0.
is effected by both its breakup rate and the drag caSe 4

forces acting on it. In the present computational 0
models, these two effects are represented by the .0o
breakup time model constant, B1, and the drop drag 2 "-,0
coefficient, Cd, respectively. In order to validate
spray models and their parameters, both the 4 4
trajectory and size data should be compared with E .,
experimental data simultaneously. This is not E

possible in practical sprays because of a lack of 0 experiment \

accurate size and position measurements. 8 AmpO=0
The experimentally measured trajectories are - - - AmpO=2

compared with the corresponding computations in 1 N.
Figs. 6 and 7 for the TAB and wave breakup models, 10 2 3 4
respectively. The results in Figs. 6 to 8 represent X (mm)
long time averages of the corresponding computed
quantities. In this case the trajectories of many Figure 6b Comparison of TAB model and measured
drops were averaged for a time interval of about 3 drop trajectory for Case 4. Solid line - AmpO=0,
ms, starting after the first drops exited the dashed line - AmpO=2.
computational domain, i.e., when steady state was
reached. This procedure was adopted in order to case 9

account for the influence of the gas turbulence on 0 .- ,
the drops. 2 o experiment

The TAB model computations were made using 2 - AmpO=0
the standard sphere drop drag coefficient, Eq. (9). o - - - AmpO=2
As can be seen in Fig. 6a (Case 2, air velocity 59 4 4
m/s), there is excellent agreement between the E 6
drop trajectory predicted by the TAB model and the
measurement with the initial oscillation parameter 0

set equal to zero, i.e., AmpO=O. The initial 8
oscillation amplitude was also varied to assess the
sensitivity of the predictions to this model constant. 1o 00
The results in Figs. 6b and 6c show trajectory 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
calculations made with AmpO=0 and 2, for Cases 4 x (Mm)
and 9 (air velocity 100 m/s and 250 m/s,
respectively). The larger AmpO value leads to Figure 6c Comparison of TAB model and measured
faster drop breakup, and the results confirm that drop trajectory for Case 9. Solid line - AmpO=0,

dashed line - AmpO=2.
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The TAB model results were found to be cs 2

relatively insensitive to the value of the drop drag 0 . , -

coefficiert. This is because at high gas velocities
the drop distortion parameter, y, soon reaches its 2

maximum value (equal to one, see for example Fig. 4

5a), and the parent drop is then instantaneously
broken up into small drops. These smah, drops have E
small inertia and quickly accelerate up to the gas >.

velocity. There is no identifiable large parent drop 8 experiment '0
that survives and continues to interact with the gas, - standard \o

10 - -- Pas is the case with the wave breakup model. - - - dynamic
Another result of the absence of the surviving 12 1 1____

parent drop is that the final drop size predicted by 0 2 4 2 8 10 12
the TAB model is smaller than that predicted by the X 61m)
wave model. This is shown in Fig. 8 which presents
the computed variation in drop Sauter mean Figure 7a Comparison of wave breakup model and
diameter as a function of residence time in the air measured drop trajectory for Case 2. Solid line -
jet for Cases 2 and 3 (cf. Fig. 4). Also shown is the standard drop drag, dashed line - dynamic drag,
measured drop diameter after the drops leave the Breakup model constant B13=1.73.
opposite side of the air jet (PDPA - solid symbols C. 4

at the right of the plot)., The TAB model is seen to
underestimnate the measured final drop sizes. In 0 - .o

fact, the results in Figs. 6 and 8 indicate that N
breakup effects are overestimated, and the effect of 2 B0\0
the drag coefficient is underestimated by the TAB 4 B1=1.73 0\ ,

model. The combination of these two effects could E ,
give either good agreement in the parent drop 6 -
trajectory, or in its final drop size, but not both at 8 0 experiment o] \ ,
the same time. 8 - - - dynamic 1.73 ',

Computational results obtained using the wave 10 - standard 10 0\

model together with the standard drop drag and the 10 standard 1.73 9

dynamically varying drop drag models are 12 1 I 1 1
presented in Figs. 7a, b and c for Cases 2, 4, and 9, 0 1 2 3 4 5
respectively. As shown in Fig. 7a, the dynamically x (mm)
varying drop drag coefficient produces better
results than the standard rigid sphere drag Figure 7b Comparison of wave breakup model anc
coefficient model. However, the trajectory results measured drop trajectory for Case 4. Dashed line -
are also influenced by the rate of mass loss due to dynamic drag, B1 =1.73. Solid and dotted lines -
breakup. The computations of Fig. 7a were made standard drop drag with B1i=10 and 1.73,
using the breakup time constant, B1=1.73. The use respectively.
of P1=10, which has been previously recommended caseg
for spray computations [7, 81, gave poorer 0
agreement with the experiments as shown also in B-1=10
Figs. 7b and 7c (Cases 4 and 9, respectively) for,,. =10
computations made with the standard drag 2 B1_=1.73
coefficient. Use of the value B13=1.73 increases the 0
drop breakup rate and the parent drops are thus 4

E o3 7:
accelerated up to the gas velocity more readily > 6 []0 t 0 experiment

since they lose their mass more rapidly. 0 - n 1
Other computations showed that it was not 0 --- dynamic 1.73

possible to match the measured drop trajectory and 8 0 - standard 10
the final drop size simultaneously by varying the 0 t. standard 1.73
drop breakup time constant alone, without also 10 o .
increasing the value of the drop drag coefficient 0 1 2 3 4

beyond the rigid sphere value [10]. However, the X (mm)
results in Figs. 7a, 7b and 7c show that the use of Figure 7c Comparison of wave breakup model ani
the dynamically varying drag coefficient (with measured drop trajectory for Case 9. Dashed line •
B1=1.73) gives adequate agreement with the dynamic drag, B1=1.73. Solid and dotted lines
measured trajectories in all cases (i.e., within the standard drag with B1=10 and 1.73, respectively.
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Application to Diesel Sprays

case 2

200 A study was made to assess the influence of drop
breakup and drag models on diesel spray

1predictions. The standard and dynamically varyingS16 0 -- Wave '
-drag models were applied to the three sprays of

._2 D Me Hiroyasu and Kadota [14] Cases A, B and C,
10 Meae described earlier. The computatiors were made

using the wave breakup model with breakup
8o i constant, B1=1.73.

. __ ,The results in Fig. 9 s tow spray-tip
•40 penetration versus time predictions together with

40Air jet edge - the measurements. As can be seen, the spray

0 1 1 •penetration is insensitive to the drop drag model in
0 2 4 6 8 10 all cases. In addition, there is excellent agreement

X (mm) between the predictions and the measurements.
The fact that similar agreemelt was also foundFigure 8a Predicted drop Sauter mean diameter by Reitz [7] for the same sprays with the same

variation with distance across the jet for Case 2 wv Re aku mo de but with Bi 1 an b

using the wave (solid line) and TAB (dashed line) O'Rourke and Amsden 151 with the TAB model,

models. Solid circle shows PDPA measured drop indicates that spray-tip penetration is also
diameter outside air jet. insensitive to the breakup model details. These

caw 3 findings are consistent with other results of Reitz

200 and Diwakar [4], who found that spray penetration
is controlled mainly by the rate of momentum
transfer between the drops and tie gas, and this is

S Wave controlled by the turbulence model.
B --- TAB ;Although the drop Jrag coefficient has.9 • Measured ;E Measured relatively little effect on spray penetration, it does

influence the distribution of drop sizes within the
S 80 spray. This can be seen in Fiqis. 10a, b and c whichE
E show the variation of Sauter mean drop diameter
S 40 "------------ - - - (averagd over each spray ,ross-section) with

distance from the nozzle exit so; Cases A, B and C,

0 0 1 respectively, using the standard and dynamic drag

0 2 4 6 8 10
X (mm) 100

Figure 8b Predicted drop Sauter mean diameter
variation with distance across the jet for Case 3 80 - A -B
using the wave (solid line) and TAB (dashed line) E 73 ". C
models. Solid circle shows PDPA measured drop E A Z/
diameter outside air jet..60 A

CU ACase/MPa

uncertainty in the measured trajectory data). The • 40

effect of the drag model is most pronounced at low A A 1.0
gas velocities. As seen in Fig. 7c, at very high gas 0. 20 o B 3.0
velocities for results with the same breakup model 0 C 5.0
constant, drop breakup occurs ;,) quickly ihat the 0 1 1 ,
effect of the drag coefficient on ine drop trajectory 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
is minimal. Time (ms)

In addition, as seen in Figs. 8a and 8b, the
computed drop sizes calculated using the Figure 9 Comparison of predicted (lines) and
combination ot the wave breakup model (with measured (symbols) spray tip penetration for
B1=1.73) together with the dynamic drag model, Cases A, B and C (1, 3 and 5 MPa gas pressure,
are also in excellent agreement with the PDPA respectively)., Wave drop breakup model with
measurements. This drop size comparison serves B1=1.73. Solid line - standard drag, dashed line -
as an independent check on the performance of the dynamic drag model.
combination of breakup and drag models.
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Figure 10a Effect of drop drag model on average Figure 11 Effect of drop drag model on radial
spray drop size versus distance from the nozz!e for drop Sauter mean diameter distribution 60 mm
Case A (1 MPa gas pressure). Wave drop breakup downstream of the nozzle for Case 3 (5 MPa gas

model with B1-=1.73. Solid line - standard drag, pressure). Model as in Fig. 10a.
dashed line - dynamic drag model. models. The results are shown at 6 ms after the

Case6 beginning of the injection. The increase in drop
100 Dyn 'm size with distance is due to the effect of drop

80- -yai collision and coalescence [4]. In general, the

80 -- Standard dynamic drag model (dotted lines) predicts larger
"drops than the standard drag model. The results in0 60•_[ - Fig. 11 show the predicted influence of the drop

"E drag model on the radial Sauter mean drop size
40 distribution, 60 mm downstream of the nozzle for

, 'Case C. The dynamic drag model is seen to predict
20 "larger drops at the edge of the spray than the

standard drag model.
0 A series of simplified model computations were

0 20 40 60 80 100 made in order to help explain why the rate of
Distance (mm) momentum transfer from the liquid to the gas in

sprays with different drop size distributions is
Figure 10b Effect of drop drag model on average such that different models can give sprays with the
spray drop size versus distance from the nozzle for same tip penetrations. Three different
Case B (3 MPa gas pressure). Model as in Fig. 10a. computations were made for Case B using

,ca C exaggerated values of the drop drag coefficient
140 where the standard rigid sphere drag coefficient
120 Dynamic was simply multiplied by a constant value equal to
120 --- Dynamic ,,0.25 and 4.0 times the standard value. Consistent

100 • Standard with the results of Fig. 9, the results in Fig. 12a
0,, show that the spray-tip penetration is insensitive

so80 :'to the value used for the drop drag coefficient, in
"60 ,spite of the factor of 16 range of drag coefficient

O9 40; used in the three computations. This somewhat
40 surprising result is apparently due to the fact that
20 -changes in the drag coefficient produce changes in

the drop-gas relative velocity which, in turn,
0 -6--cause changes in the spray drop size.

0 20 40 60 80 100 The changes in the spray drop size due to the
Distance (mm) influence of the drag coefficient are shown in Fig.

12b, which presents the average Sauter mean
Figure 10c Effect of drop drag model on average diameter as a function of distance from the nozzle
spray drop size versus distance from the nozzle for exit for the above three cases. The results show,
Case C (5 MPa gas pressure). Model as in Fig. lOa. with a high drag coefficient for exampie, that the

breakup and coalescence models lead to larger drops
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The wave model was found to give good results

Case B for both drop trajectories and breakup drop sizes.
100 , , The best results were obtained with a smaller value

-Cd x 4 of the breakup time mode; constant (213=1.73)
80 - Cd than previously used in spray computations (i.e.,

E 4 B1=10).
v 60 The drop trajectory and size measurements,
.0r_ together with high magnification photographs,

40 indicate that drop distortion should be accounted for
W in sprays. Accordingly, a modified drop drag model

is proposed in which the drop drag coefficient
0- 20 changes dynamically with the flow conditions

during the drop lifetime. In the model the value of

0 1 2 the drag coefficient varies between the limits of a

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 rigid sphere (no distortion) and a disk (maximum
distortion). The drop distortion is computed using

Time (ms) the Taylor analogy between a drop and a spring-mass system, and the breakup process is described
Fig. 12a Computed spray tip penetration versus using the wave model.

time with reduced (x 0.25) and increased (x 4)

standard drag coefficient. The TAB breakup model was also found to give good
predictions of drop trajectories (with the model

CaweB constant AmpO=0), but the model underpredicted
80 |'measured the breakup drop sizes considerably. The
70- - Cdx4 TAB results were thus relatively insensitive to the

e- Cd 4" drop drag model since small drops have low inertia,S60 - Cd/ 4 and they quickly accelerate up to the gas velocity.
S 50 4
E 40 - The wave breakup and dynamic drag models were

"" 30aIalso applied to diesel sprays. The results confirm
030 previous studies that show that spray-tip

20 * penetration is relatively insensitive to drop
10 breakup and drag models. However, the

10 Is distribution of drop sizes within the sprays was
0 L . found to be influenced by the model details. This is

0 20 40 60 80 100 due to the fact that drop drag changes the drop-gas
Distance (mam) relative velocity, and this changes the spray dropsize, since the drop breakup and coalescence

Figure 12b Computed Sauter mean diameter processes depend on the velocity. However, these
variation with distance from the nozzle with changes occur in such a way that the net effect on
reduced (x 0.25) and increased (x 4) standard the spray penetration is small, These results
drag coefficient. emphasize the need for measurements of drop size

and velocity for the development of accurate
since increased drag lowers the relative velocity computer models of sprays.
between the gas and the drops. These larger drops
have correspondingly higher momentum, with the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
result that the spray-tip penetration is
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Breakup).
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